Ants Correctly Locate the Zero in a Continuous Series of Numbers
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Abstract

Knowing that the workers of the ant Myrmica sabuleti have a concrete notion of zero, and that they can expect the time and the place of the next delivery of food, we experimentally examined if these ants could locate the zero at its due cardinal place. The ants were visually trained step by step to a continuous decreasing series of two amounts of elements differing by one unit, and of which, at each step, either the lower or the higher amount was associated with food. The ants were tested at each step of the decreasing series, and each time essentially reacted to the amount of elements which would be associated with the following food delivery. This showed that the ants could distinguish amounts of elements as being lesser or higher by one element, up to and including the absence of element (the zero). At the end of the series, the ants perceived the zero as being ‘1 element less 1’ as well as 1 element as being ‘0 element plus 1’. They thus correctly located the zero at its due cardinal place.
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1. Introduction

Ants can distinguish different numbers of elements, can add numbers when seeing them side by side simultaneously (but not when seeing them consecutively), and have a concrete, basic visual or olfactory notion of zero (i.e. of nothing) (Cammaerts, 2008; M. C. Cammaerts & R. Cammaerts, 2019c, d; M. C. Cammaerts & R. Cammaerts, 2019a, b). It remains to know if ants can locate the zero at its numerical proper place which is at the end of a continuous decreasing series of numbers, i.e. following the number 1, as well as at the start of a continuous increasing series of numbers, i.e. preceding the number 1. Ants can expect the place as well as the time at which food will be available (M. C. Cammaerts & R. Cammaerts, 2016a, b). Consequently, it can be presumed that they could also expect the next numbers of elements which should appear when they are confronted to a decreasing or an increasing series of numbers. Should it be the case, then, it will be possible to test if they can correctly expect the zero at the end of a decreasing series of numbers, as well at the start of an increasing series of numbers. Performing such tests is the aim of the present study. Before relating it, we report what is nowadays known on the subject in other animal species.

Many works have been done on the notion of numbers in animals and on their ability in adding numbers, but very few deal with the notion of zero, and rare are those examining if animals set the zero in due place. Works on spiders, fishes, frogs, rats and chicks for instance revealed their ability in distinguishing numbers and even adding and subtracting, but did not consider if they have some notion of zero (respectively: Rodriguez, Briceno, Briceno-Aguilar, & Höbel, 2015; Agrillo, Dadda, Serena, & Bisazza, 2008; Rose, 2018; Cox & Montrose, 2016; Rugani, Vallortigara, Priftis, & Regolin, 2015). More information, with more examples, is given in Pearce (2008). Also, most of the works made on birds’ and monkeys’ numerosity abilities deal with the notion of numbers and of adding without examining that of zero (e.g. Xia, Sieman, & Delius, 2000; Brannon, Herbert, & Terrace, 1998; Hauser, Carey, & Hauser, 2000). The notion of zero has been considered by a few researchers working on birds, monkeys and human children, however without clearly elucidating if these individuals correctly locate the zero in a continuous series of numbers, though it can often be presumed that they can do so (e.g. Pepperberg & Gordon, 2005; Merritt, Rugani, & Brannon, 2009; Biro & Matsuzawa, 2001; Merritt & Brannon, 2013). Coming back to insects, and to hymenoptera, an important work has been made on bees. These insects have the notion of zero and might be able to locate it correctly in a series of elements: they can recognize zero element when progressively trained to choose a set with less elements than the previous set, and have thus been shown to correctly locate the
zero comparatively to 1-5 elements (Howard, Avarguès-Weber, Garcia, Greentree, & Dyer, 2018). Investigating on this subject in ants should enlarge our knowledge on the insects’ notion of numbers and zero, and at the same time fill the gap still remaining in our study on the ants’ numerosity concept.

2. Material and Methods

2.1 Collection and Maintenance of Ants

The experiments were performed on six colonies of *M. sabuleti* (labeled A to F) collected in June 2018 in an abandoned quarry at Marchin (Condroz, Belgium), and in September 2018, in an abandoned quarry of the Aise valley (Ardenne, Belgium). Each colony contained about 500 workers, brood and a queen. They have been maintained in the laboratory in two to four glass tubes half filled with water, a cotton plug separating the ants from the water. For each colony, these tubes were set in a tray (34cm x 23cm x 4cm) which served as foraging area. In this area, pieces of *Tenebrio molitor* larvae (Linnaeus, 1758) were provided three times per week and cotton plugged tubes filled with sugar water were permanently set. The ambient temperature was ca 20°C, the humidity 80%, the lighting 330 lux while working on ants, and the electromagnetism 2µWm². All these environmental conditions were optimum for the species.

2.2 Cues Presented to the Ants

![Cues (stands + numbers of elements) used and experimental planning conducted](image)

The aim was to examine if ants could set the zero at its proper place at the end of a decreasing series of numbers (i.e. considering the 0 as being less than the number 1, when rewarded to 4, 3, 2, 1 vs 5, 4, 3, 2) and at the beginning of an increasing series of elements (i.e. considering 1 element as being higher than 0 element, when rewarded to 5, 4, 3, 2 vs 4, 3, 2, 1).

The elements presented to the ants were rectangles (0.4cm x 0.6cm) drawn using software Power Point®, printed on white paper, then tied to stands (2.5cm x 2.5cm) made of strong white paper (Steinbach®) and maintained vertically thanks to their duly folded horizontal base (2 x [1.25cm x 0.5cm]) (Figure 1, upper part). The number of elements tied to a stand differed according to the step of the conducted experiment (I and II; Figure 1, lower part).
part), what is detailed below (see 2.4. Experimental Protocol). During the training part of each experimental step, two stands bearing elements were presented to the ants: one of them was set aside the ants’ food; the other one was set far from the food (Figure 2). The two stands were at about 12cm of distance from one another, and the angle made by their front parts, i.e. those bearing the elements, equaled about 90°. During the testing part of each experimental step, two new (never used) stands similar to those used for training were presented to the ants in a separate tray (see below: 2.3. Experimental Design and Figure 2).

This experimental design was used to condition the ants (on their tray, lower part of the photo) to a number of elements versus another number, using successively lower or higher numbers of elements, and to test each time the ants (in a separate tray, upper part of the photo) for examining if the ants could locate the ‘zero’ at its due place, i.e. at the end of a decreasing series of numbers (below the number 1) as well as at the beginning of an increasing series of numbers (the number 1 being above the zero).

2.3 Experimental Design

Such a design is shown in Figure 2. The ants’ training occurred on their foraging area: a stand with a given number of elements was set aside their food; another stand with another number of elements was set far from that food. During the training, the ants saw the two presented stands either simultaneously or consecutively, as well as either on their left, or in front of them, or on their right, all this in any order.

The ants’ testing occurred in a separate tray (30cm x 15cm x 4cm), one for each used colony, the borders of which having been slightly covered with talc to prevent escaping. In these trays, two stands bearing the same numbers of elements as those used to train the ants were set at about 10-12cm from one another. The stand bearing the same number of elements as that set near the food during training was located on the left in the tray devoted to test during about half of the tests, and was located on the right during the other tests.

2.4 Experimental Protocol

Experiment I was made on colonies A, B and C; experiment II was made on colonies D, E and F. Each experiment included six steps summarized in Figure 1, lower part.

For experiment I, the six steps were the following ones. During two days, the ants were trained to 4 elements set near the food and 5 elements set far from the food; the ants were then tested in front of these two numbers of elements. During the two following days, the ants were trained to 3 elements set near the food and 4 elements set far from the food; the ants were then tested in front of these two numbers of elements. During the next two following days, the ants were trained to 2 elements set near the food and to 3 elements set far from the food; they were then tested in front of these two numbers of elements. After that, no food was given to the ants and, 24 hours later, they were tested in front of 1 and 2 elements. They were then fed again and trained during two days to 1 element set near their food and 2 elements set far from the food; they were then again tested in front of 1 and 2 elements. After that, no food was given to the ants and, 24 hours later, they were tested in front of 0 and 1 element. The experiment I then ended. It used a decreasing series of elements finishing by zero.
For experiment II, the six steps were the following ones. During two days, the ants were training to 5 elements set near the food and 4 elements set far from the food; the ants were then tested in front of these two numbers of elements. During the two following days, the ants were trained to 4 elements set near the food and 3 elements set far from the food; they were then tested in front of these two numbers of elements. After that, no food was given to the ants and, 24 hours later, they were tested in front of 2 and 1 elements. They were then fed again and trained during two days to 2 elements set near their food and 1 element set far from the food; they were then again tested in front of 1 and 2 elements. After that, no food was given to the ants and, 24 hours later, they were tested in front of 1 and 0 element. The experiment II then ended. It used, in an inverse order, an increasing series of elements starting by zero.

At each training day, the ants of each three colonies being in the vicinity of the two presented stands were counted six times over each day, and the three mean values were established (Tables 1 and 2, upper part).

For making a test, 25 ants of each three colonies were transferred into their tray devoted to testing (Figures 2, 3 and 4), and the ants present at a distance of 0-2cm from each of the two presented stands were counted 20 times over 10 experimental minutes. The means of these counts were established (Tables 1 and 2, lower part) and the proportion of correct responses (= the proportion of ants choosing the number of elements set near the food during training) was calculated for each experimental step (these proportions are only given in the text, not in a table).

2.5 Statistical Analysis

The numbers recorded during training did not require statistical analysis.

Those recorded during each testing step were statistically analyzed as follows. For each two presented numbers of elements, the 20 numbers of ants of the three used colonies were chronologically arranged and added by four over the experimental time, and the five sums (not written in the tables but given in the text) obtained for each two presented numbers of elements were compared to one another using the non parametric test of Wilcoxon (Siegel & Castellan, 1989).

3. Results

3.1 Experiment I

The numerical results of this experiment are given in Table 1, those relative to training are in the upper part of the table, and those relative to testing are in its lower part. Each step is illustrated by a photo given in Figure 3.

Table 1. Results of experiment I made to examine if ants could place the zero at the end of a decreasing series of numbers, i.e. after the number 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presented n**</th>
<th>Training Mean numbers of ants around the presented numbers of elements</th>
<th>Testing Mean numbers of ants responding to the presented numbers of elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 and 4+reward</td>
<td>4 and 3+reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colony A</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colony B</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colony C</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The elements, their numbers, the experimental planning and design are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Means, proportions and statistics are given in the text. The results of the testing sessions made without previously training the ants are written in bold. The first results showed that the ants could expect that the following number of elements present near their food will be 1 element (i.e. the previous correct number less 1). The second results showed that the ants could expect that the following number of element present near their food will be 0 element, and revealed at the same time that the ants located the zero (0) at the end of a continuous decreasing series of elements, i.e. perceiving 0 as being less than 1 element.
Figure 3. Some views of experiment I

During this experiment, the ants were successively learned to choose 4 vs 5 elements (A), 3 vs 4 elements (B), 2 vs 3 elements (C), then presented with 1 and 2 elements (D), then learned to choose 1 vs 2 elements (E), and finally presented with 0 and 1 element (F). The photos D and F are those of tests made on ants not trained. They revealed that: (D) ants could expect the following number (1) of elements in a decreasing series of numbers (5 to 1) present near the food, (F) ants could expect the following number (0) of elements in a decreasing series present near the food, and perceived the zero as being at the very end of a decreasing series of numbers.

During the presentation of 5 elements and 4 ones, the latter cue being aside the reward, meanly 7.2 ants were seen visiting these two sites. When tested in front of these two numbers of elements, the ants mostly reacted to 4 elements (186 ants, i.e. 82.3% having been counted near such a number) and very few to 5 elements (40 ants, i.e. 17.7%, were counted in front of that number). Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants of the three colonies equaled 38, 35, 30, 44 and 39 for 4 elements, and 6, 6, 6, 11 and 11 for 5 elements, these two series statistically differing (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031).

While 4 elements and 3 ones were presented to the ants, the latter number being near the food, meanly 8.9 ants were seen in the vicinity of these numbers. After having found their food aside 3 elements, and seen 4 elements far of their food, the tested ants of the three colonies reacted essentially to 3 elements. The total number of ants counted in front of 3 elements equaled 167, i.e. 83.1%, and in front of 4 elements, 34, i.e. 16.9%. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants of the three colonies counted near 3 elements were 28, 32, 38, 35, 34, while those near 4 elements were 1, 7, 11, 8, 7. These two series statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031).

During their training to 2 elements set near their food and 3 elements set far from their food, meanly 9.1 ants were seen in the vicinity of these two cues. After having been trained during two days, the tested ants of the three colonies reacted more to 2 elements than to 3 elements. The total number of ants seen near 2 elements equaled 241, i.e. 82%, while that of ants seen near 3 elements equaled 53, i.e. 18%. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants of the three colonies seen near 2 elements equaled 43, 43, 53, 51, 51, and of those seen near 3 elements equaled 6, 12, 15, 10, 9. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031).

Without having been trained to 1 element and 2 elements, and having been deprived of food during one day, the tested ants of the three colonies however went essentially towards the stand bearing 1 element. The total number of ants, belonging to the three colonies, seen near 1 element equaled 163, i.e. 84%, and of ants seen near two elements equaled 31, i.e. 16%. Summed by four over the experimental time, these numbers of counted ants were 34, 27, 32, 35, 35 for 1 element, and 4, 5, 3, 10, 9 for two elements. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031). The ants could thus expect that the next number of elements which would be aside their food will be 1 element. The present experiment was, for the ants, an experiment of extinction. Thus, the ants were then fed and trained to 1 (near the food) vs 2 elements (far from the food) during two days.

While being trained to 1 vs 2 elements, meanly 10.0 ants were seen all around the two presented stands, the more numerous being those of colony B, the less numerous ones being those of colony A. After two days of training, the tested ants reacted essentially to 1 element. In total, 238 ants, i.e. 83.5%, were seen near the stand bearing 1 element and 47 ants, i.e. 16.5%, were seen near the stand bearing 2 elements. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants of the three colonies counted in front of 1 element equaled 49, 49, 44, 46, 50, and those of ants seen in front of 2 elements equaled 9, 9, 8, 14, 7. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031), the ants having thus correctly responded to 1 element.

The ants were then again deprived of their food for one day, and thereafter tested in front of 0 element and 1 element. When being so tested, without having been trained to these two numbers of elements, the ants of the three
colonies similarly preferentially responded to 0 element, being in total 184, i.e. 78.6%, in doing so, while 50 ants, i.e. 21.4%, responded to 1 element. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants of the three colonies counted near 0 element equaled 31, 37, 44, 39, 33, and of ants counted near 1 element equaled 9, 11, 9, 12, 9. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031). Consequently, even if the proportion of ants correctly responding was somewhat lower than those previously obtained when training the ants before testing them, it could be concluded that the ants could a) once more correctly expect the following, lower, number of elements which would be associated with their food, i.e. the previous less 1, b) perceive that the number of elements present near their food was that located far from their food less 1, c) correctly perceive the zero (0) element as being less than 1 element, (maybe as being 1 less 1), locating thus the zero at the end of a decreasing series of numbers of elements.

3.2 Experiment II

The numerical results of this experiment are given in Table 2, those concerning the training being in the upper part of the table, those concerning the testing being in its lower part. The successive steps of the experiment are illustrated in Figure 4.

Table 2. Results of experiment II made to examine if ants could set the zero at the start of an increasing series of numbers, i.e. before the number 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Mean numbers of ants around the presented numbers of elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presented numbers</td>
<td>Colony D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 and 5+reward</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 and 4+reward</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 and 3+reward</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 and 2+reward</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Mean numbers of ants responding to the presented numbers of elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presented numbers</td>
<td>Colony D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 and 5</td>
<td>0.7 and 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 and 4</td>
<td>0.7 and 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 and 3</td>
<td>0.5 and 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>0.3 and 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 and 1</td>
<td>1.1 and 2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The elements, their numbers, the experimental planning and design are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Means, proportions and statistics are given in the text. The results of the testing sessions made without previously training the ants are written in bold. The first results showed that the ants could expect that the following numbers of elements present near their food and far from it will be 2 and 1 elements respectively (i.e. the previous correct number less 1 element). The second results showed that the ants could expect that the following numbers of elements present near their food and far from it will be 1 element and less than 1 element respectively, and revealed at the same time that the ants perceived 1 element as being higher than 0 element, i.e. locating thus the zero (0) at the start of an increasing series of elements.

During their training to 5 elements located near their food and 4 elements located far from their food, several ants were moving at any time all around these two cues. M eanly, 9.8 ants did so; the ants could thus sufficiently see and memorize the two presented numbers of elements. After two training days, the tested ants mostly moved towards the stand bearing 5 elements. In total, 203 ants, i.e. 81.8%, were counted near the stand with 5 elements, and 45 ants, i.e. 18.2%, were counted near the stand with 4 elements. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants of the three colonies present near 5 elements equaled 43, 45, 36, 41, 38, and those of ants present near 4 elements equaled 8, 10, 9, 8. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031), the ants having thus correctly preferred 5 elements in the presence of 5 and 4 elements.

During their training to 4 elements situated near their food and 3 elements being far from it, the ants were sufficiently numerous all around these two cues for seeing them and memorizing them. In fact, meanly 10 ants did so. After two training days, the ants, tested in front of 4 and 3 elements, essentially responded to 4 elements. In total, they were 215, i.e. 85%, to do so while 38, i.e. 15%, moved near 2 elements. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants approaching 4 elements equaled 37, 41, 41, 52, 44, and those of ants approaching 3 elements equaled 3, 8, 6, 9, 12. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031), the ants having thus learned that 3 elements was the correct response.
During this experiment, the ants were successively learned to choose 5 vs 4 elements (A), 4 vs 3 elements (B), 3 vs 2 elements (C), then presented with 2 and 1 elements (D), then learned to choose 2 vs 1 elements (E), and finally presented with 1 and 0 element (F). The photos D and F are those of tests made on ants not trained. They revealed that: (D) ants could expect the following number (2) of elements in an increasing series of numbers (1 to 5) present near the food, (F) ants could expect the following number (1) of elements in an increasing series, and perceive 1 element as being higher than 0 element, the latter being thus at the start of an increasing series of numbers.

During their training to 3 elements associated with food and 2 elements not associated with food, meanly 9.7 ants foraged at any time in the vicinity of these two cues. This was enough to allow them seeing and memorizing the two presented numbers of elements. After two training days, the tested ants of the two colonies mostly moved towards the stand bearing 3 elements and far less towards that bearing two elements. The numbers of ants counted near 3 elements equaled 160, i.e. 86%, and those of ants counted near 2 elements equaled 26, i.e. 14%. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants seen near 3 elements equaled 39, 36, 23, 27, 35, and the numbers of ants seen near 2 elements equaled 4, 9, 5, 4, 4. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031), the ants having thus correctly responded to the number of elements (3) present near their food during training. Have the ants perceived that the numbers of elements set near as well as far from their food decreased step by step over the time, and that the number of elements present near the food was always higher than that far from the food, and had in fact one more element? For answering this question, the ants were deprived of food during one day, and were then tested in front of 2 and 1 elements.

When tested in front of 2 and 1 element without having been trained to these numbers, the ants of the three colonies moved more towards 2 elements than towards 1 element. In total, 198 ants, i.e. 81.8%, were seen in front of 2 elements, while 44 ants, i.e. 18.2%, were seen in front of 1 element. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants counted near 2 elements equaled 50, 43, 35, 40, 30, while those of ants counted near 1 element equaled 11, 14, 5, 6, 8. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031), the ants having thus correctly guessed that the following number of elements present aside their food would be 2 and that the following number of elements located far from their food would be 1. The present experimental step being an extinction, the ants were then trained, as usually, to 2 elements (present near the food) and 1 element (set far from the food), and were then tested two days later in front of these two numbers of elements.

During their two training days to 2 and 1 elements, the ants were rather numerous at any time in the vicinity of these two cues. In fact, meanly 8.9 ants were counted in this vicinity. The ants could thus sufficiently see the two stands for memorizing that the stand with 2 elements was associated with food while the stand with 1 element was far from the food. After training, the tested ants went largely more often to the stand bearing 2 elements than to that bearing 1 element. In total, 226 ants, i.e. 84%, were counted near the former stand while 43 ants, i.e. 16%, were counted near the latter stand. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants seen in front of 2 elements equaled 46, 51, 42, 43, 44, and the numbers of ants seen in front of 1 element equaled 12, 9, 5, 8, 9. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031), the ants having thus correctly chosen the correct number (2) of elements. After this test, the ants were deprived of fresh food during one day, and then tested (without having been trained) in front of 1 and 0 elements.

The ants confronted to 1 and 0 elements (without having been trained), though somewhat hesitating, went however clearly more towards the former number than towards the latter one. The total number of ants counted near 1 element equaled 201, i.e. 83%, and that of ants counted near 0 element equaled 41, i.e. 17%. Summed by four over the experimental time, the numbers of ants seen near 1 element equaled 48, 52, 33, 34, 34, and those of ants seen near 0 element equaled 8, 11, 8, 8, 6. These two series of numbers statistically differed (N = 5, T = 15, P = 0.031).
The ants have thus preferentially reacted to 1 element, the number which would be the following one present near their food, and which would be at the same time larger (with 1 more element) than the number (0) located far from the food.

From this experiment II, it could be concluded that the ants could a) once more correctly expect the following number of elements which would be associated with their food, i.e. the previous one less 1, b) perceive that the number of elements present near their food was that located far from their food plus 1, c) correctly perceive the 1 element as being more than 0 element, (maybe as being 0 plus 1), locating thus the number 1 higher than the 0, setting consequently the zero at the start of an increasing series of numbers of elements.

4. Discussion

Based on previous knowledge about the ability of *M. sabuleti* workers in expecting events and in adding numbers of elements seen simultaneously, we could experimentally show that these ants duly situate the zero at its numerical place, in their numerosity concept, i.e. at the end of a decreasing series of numbers and at the start of an increasing one. Note that, for the latter series, the successive numbers had to be presented in an inverse order because beginning by training the ants to 0 and 1 would only consisted in an operant conditioning to 1 vs 0 and not in an examination of the ants’ ability in setting the zero in its due place.

The concept of zero, and its correct localization inside a series of numbers, is not a frequent ability in the animal kingdom, and is lately acquired by the human children. Several references are given in the introduction section; the following ones are complementary.

To begin with human children, they are firstly initiated to the concept of numbers, to their addition and subtraction using a concrete representation of the numbers, and without the notion of zero (e.g. the zero is absent in the Cuisenaire method used for acquiring the notion of numbers and learning basic arithmetic operations). They are only later confronted to the notion of zero (Michelot, 1966). However, children have an innate notion of ‘nothing’, of an empty set, long before understanding the symbolic zero (Merritt, & Brannon, 2013). The processes underlying the human progression from an innate ‘sensory’ notion of nothing to an ultimate abstract concept of zero is admirably explained by Nieder in his review on the subject (Nieder, 2016). Unfortunately, the teaching of zero can be inadequately performed, as revealed by the investigation of Wheeler and Feghali (1983). Studying several abilities of 4 - 5 years old children (language, visuospatial capabilities, counting, notion of small numbers, notion of zero) revealed that the acquisition of the concept of zero does not essentially depend on the language and visuospatial abilities (Pixner, Dressen, & Moeller, 2018). Two studies investigating the 3 - 7 years old and 5½ - 10 years old children’s concept of zero revealed that step by step, the children understood that the zero is a number among the other ones, with a special value, i.e. ‘nothing’, and with particular rules pertaining to its use (Wellman, & Miller, 1986).

To come back to the animal kingdom, the concept of zero has been shown, up to now, to be detained by parrots, monkeys and bees (see the introduction section), without however each time specifying if the animal correctly set the zero at its proper arithmetic place. In parrots, the relation between ‘none’ and ‘zero’ might be at the limit of their cognitive capabilities (Pepperberg, 1988, 2006). By training monkeys to numerical operations including the zero, Okuyama, Kuki and Mushiake (2015) could show that two types of neurons in the posterior parietal cortex became activated in response to a zero, and this could be a precursor of a non-verbal concept of zero in primates. Let us recall the ability of bees in having a concept of zero, and in localizing correctly this zero in the series of numbers (Howard et al., 2018). Ants, at least the species *M. sabuleti*, can be added to this short list (M. C. Cammaerts & R. Cammaerts, 2019a, b, present work).

To conclude about the arithmetic abilities of the ant *M. sabuleti*, let us say that its workers distinguish different numbers of elements, have the concept of ‘nothing’ based on visual as well as on olfactory perception, and can add two numbers when seeing them simultaneously (but not when seeing them consecutively) (references given in the introduction section). Furthermore, the present work shows that they correctly locate the zero at the end of a decreasing series of numbers and at the start of an increasing series. However, they might react to what they concretely perceived as being a lesser or a higher quantity of elements in comparison with the quantity of elements they earlier perceived. These ants might present their own numerosity abilities without precisely counting, but simply by subitizing the numbers perceived (i.e. using an immediate evaluation of small quantities). They may be unable to cross to abstraction, i.e. to add without seeing at a time what must be added, to have an abstract notion of zero. Note that, according to Biro and Matsuzawa (2001), monkeys may also be in this situation, as are young children when they start comprehending the notion of numbers (Pixner et al., 2018).

No doubt that research will go on about this topic. As for us, since ants could expect the following numbers of elements when trained to a decreasing series of numbers, it may be presumed that they are able to subtract one...
element to a number of these elements, maybe as they did for the addition, i.e. concretely, when seeing the elements side by side and not when seeing them consecutively. Experimenting on this presumption will be the aim of a future work.
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